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Abstract': In this paper we present a very jlexible 
und eflcient protocol for distributing price informtion 
inside an ISPS rnanagernent s.ystem and to its customers. 
It designed to work with mrrltiple QoS architectures, for 
example Intserv and Diffserv. 

This protocol was developed as part of a multi-service 
Ititernet service provider's architecture. It  supports 
dynamic pricing and can be rrsed with a number of drffer- 
ent transport mechanisms, e.g. emhedding tariff mes- 

- sages as policy objects in RSVP messages. As tariffs can 
get vety complex, it is possihle but not necessary to send 
rar@ as Java code. We also discitss d ~ e  problem a pro- 
vider's charging und accounting sjstem Iias with fre- 
quent tarifSirpdates and how diey can be solved. 

The paper also contains clear dejinitions of tarrff and 

project [I]. M31 stands for „Market Managed Multi-Ser- 
vice Internet". The Goal of this project is to design, 
irnplernent and trial a next generation systern which 
enables rnarket rnanaged resource rnanagement, specifi- 
cally by enabling differential charging mechanisrns for 
multiple levels of service. 

The paper is structured as follows: After this introduc- 
tion we try to give a clear definition of terrns we use like 
tarrff, price and charge. Then, we present a small over- 
view of the M31 architecture that uses the price cornrnu- 
nication protocol. After that the price comrnunication 
protocol itself is presented. In the fifth section, we show 
Iiow tariff updates can be handled before presenting the 
conclusions in the last section. 

related terms. 2. Definitions 
Keywords: Network QoS, Multi-Service Internet, Price 
Comtnunication, Tarifls 

1. Introduction 

Today lnternet access itself has becorne a cornrnodity; 
as a next step, lnternet Service Providers (ISPs) have to 
be able to differentiate their service offerings for a corn- 
petitive market Situation, based on lnternet Quality-of- 
Service (QoS) technology as well as value-added lnternet 
services. 

One important aspect of rnarket rnanaged networking is 
pricing. In a cornpetitive, market managed, multi-service 
Internet, a vast variety of different tariffs will exist, rnany 
of them rnight be updated rcgularly. In this paper a proto- 
col for the flexible and efficient distribution of even the 
rnost complex tariffs is presented. 

This protocol was developed as part of the ~ 3 1 ~  

' Tliis work is partially funded by ihe Eiiropean Commis- 
sion iindcr ihe Sih Framewort Programme IST. Project M31 
( I  1429). 

The word price is often used in different ways and 
there can be misunderstandings between tariff, price, 
price coefficienr and charge. That is why those terrns are 
defined first: 

In the following context the word service is used for a 
low-level network service that an ISP offers to its cus- 
torners, e .g  the lntserv [2] Guaranteed Service [3] or a 
service build on the Diffserv [4] AF PHB [ 5 ] .  The term 
session is used to describe the actual invocation and 
iisage of one clearly specified service. 

Users typically pay for sessions so sessions have to be 
characterized qiiantitatively. The terrn session character- 
ization is used for a set of well defined quantitative 
parameters (session characterization parameters) that 
describes all aspects of a session that are relevant for a 
tariff. Exarnple parameters are duration, nurnber of bytes 
or packets sent or received, guaranteed service pararne- 
ters (rate, peak rate, bucket depth, etc.), number of 
received ECN rnarks, etc. 

The amount of money the provider charges for a ses- 
sion is the charge, i t  is equal to the custorner's costs. A 



charge advice is used for the amount of money that the 
customer inust pay for a (fictional or  real) session. The 
differences between charge and charge advice are subtle 
but important. The charge advice is the output of the tar- 
iff while the charge is the output of the provider's charg- 
ing and accounting system and is passed on to the billing 
system. An example will clearify that: 

A customer can find out the costs for a one minute call 
he plans to make by looking at his mobile phone pro- 
vider's tariff, i t  is let's say 0,39 DM. That is the charge 
advice. Once he makes that call his provider's charging 
and accounting system (CAS) stores that the customer 
owes the provider 0,39 DM, that is the charge. 

A price coefficient is the partial derivative of charge 
advice with respect to one session characterization 
parameter. 

If a session is characterized by only one parameter, 
there is only one price coefficient and this coefficient is 
what people often intuitively call price (moiiey per 
minute, per kilo etc.). But following Encyclopaedia Bri- 
tannica [61, a price is „the amount of money that has to 
be paid to acquire a given product"2, therefore equal to 
the charge advice. To avoid confusion the word price is 
used in this work only as a general term. 

A tariff is a Set of rules for calculating the charge 
advices for sessions of one service. Thus the input of a 
tariff is a session characterization and the oiitput is a 
charge advice. One might think that a tariff is the Same 
as the Set of price coefficients but this only holds true for 
the simplest cases (linear tariff algorithms) as the exam- 
ples below will show. 

It is usefiil to distinguish inside the tariff between the 
tariff algorithm and the tariff parameters, (see Figure 
1). The algorithm describes how the session character- 
ization pnrameters are combined with the tariffparame- 
ters in order to obtain the charge advice CA. 

session characterisation Session 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Tariff 

I chargc advice , Charge Advice I 

Session characterization parameters: t, Ir 

Tariff parameters: a, b, C 

Tariff algorithm: CA(t, U) = a . t + b . r r"  

d Price coefficient of t: -CA ( t ,  U )  = a 
d t  

d Price coefficient of U :  -CA(t, U )  = b . C . L('-' 
du 

Table 1: A tariff example 

An example is given in Table I .  The example also 
shows that the tariff parameters are not necessarily the 
saine as the price coefficients. If a tariff algorithm is 
non-linear, the price coefficients are no longer constant 
(see the price coefficicnt for r c ) .  

It makes sense to distinguish between the tariff algo- 
rithm and the tariff parameters. In a good implementa- 
tion this has to be done anyway to separate data and 
methods. It is also efficient, because typically the dgo-  
rithm will not be changed as often as the tariff parame- 
ters. 

3. The Architecture 

The (simplified) architecture of an ISP is depictcd in 
Figure 3. A tariff can be set inanually with the cnterprise 
policy control module (EPC). In a dynamically priccd 
lnternet tariff changes are automated and then originate 
the pricc calculation module. This module uscs several 
data sources as input for it's decisions, for example the 
CAS and the mediation module (which aggregates and 
correlates data from the network infrastructure). 

The tariff directory stores all tariffs and forwards them 
towards the CAS and - if it exists - the bandwidth broker 
(BB): Note that the CAS and the BB might be distributcd 
Systems consisling of a number of boxes. 

The customers can be end-iisers or  other providers. 
They can be informed about the tariffs via a push mecha- 
nism (tariff directory sends tariffs and tariff updates) 
a n d o r  a pul1 mechanism (end-system requests a certain 
tariff). If the customer is a provider, it can use the pricing 
information as a further input source for its own price 
calculation module. 

Figure 1: Tariff components 

'. or ..ihe amouni of money given or set as consideration for 
ihe sale of a specified [hing" if looking i i  up in Merriam 
Webster [7]. 
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Figure 3: Architecture of a Multi-Service ISP 

4. The Price Communication Protocol mode is important too. In an Intserv environment tariff 
messages could also be embedded as policy objects [8] 

We now describe what influenced the design of the inside RSVP [91 messages. 
price communication protocol and show some of the With those reasons in mind we decided not to build the 
protocol's aspects in detail. price communication protocol aroiind one transport pro- 

tocol (like UDP) but to enable i t  to iise any cornbination 

Applicaiion of the following. 
plain TCP connections 

Repre~entation unreliable UDP rnulticast 
embedded in RSVP messages 
HTTP [10] 
Note that using HTTP compares directly to using TCP 

Figure 2: The 3 sublayers  connections. HTTP is a lot more powerful. I t  allows 

On top of the protocol iinplementation is an API 
(application sublayer). Beneath the API is the price com- 
miinication protocol that distributes the tariffs arnong the 
interested Systems. The tariffs are encoded in a Special 
way (representation sublayer) and sent using a transport 
mechanisrn (transfer sublayer). The sublayers are now 
discussed separately. 

4.1 Transfer Sublayer 

The protocol must have a reliable transport rnode for 
tariffs, it is used for example between the price calclua- 
tion module and the tariff directory. In a dynamic pricing 
Scenario, it has to transmit regular tariff updates to possi- 
bly thousands of customers, so a multicast transport 

reusing existing web infrastructure like caching mecha- 
nisms. Also, firewalls can be passed easier if HTTP is 
used instead of direct TCP connections. TCP is intented 
only for minimalistic Scenarios. 

Because different transport mechanisms are possible, 
a small header has to be added to the tariff message PDU 
which is described in the next chapter. I f  plain TCP con- 
nections are used, the header contains a length field. It 
contains a message id in the UDP case, equals a policy 
object [8] for RSVP or is the content-type header for 
HTTP. 

4.2 Representation Sublayer 

4.2.1 Message format. The price communication proto- 
col uses XML messages as PDU. It thus offers all advan- 



tages of a text-based protocol (easy to design, debug, 
understand and expand) and automatically leads to well 
structured messages. It also allows the reuse of existing 
code like XML Parsers and validators, e.g. [ l l ] .  The 
rules for valid messages are descrihed in an external 
DTDIXML Schema file and are not hardcoded, which 
eases the addition or the change of fields and Features, a 
property that is very useful in the design process. 

The protocol implementation can be based on the 
W3C Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) frame- 
work [12]. The SOAP specification describes a XML- 
based lightweight protocol for exchange of information 
in a decentralizcd, distributed environment. It i t  typically 
used in combination with HTTP but can also use plain 
T C P  or UDP. 

Additionally, we intend to design a binary encoding of 
a subset of tariff messages, which can then be piggy- 
backed onto other protocols like RSVP. 

4.2.2 How to represent tariffs. Tariff algorithms can be 
very complex (consider, for example, some current 
mobile phone tariffs). They can incl~ide special dis- 
Counts (for example 10% discount after the 10th minute) 
and often depend on the time of the day and the day of 
the week (weckend...). It is unrealistic to expect that all 
future multi-service lnternet tariffs will fit into a stan- 
dardized scheme. 

Tlie protocol must therefore be flexible. It can include 
any description of a tariff and it's parameters. One could 
invent and use a higlily flexible and powerful tariff defi- 
nition Ianguage. We chose not to do that and use Java 
instead. As the distributed tariffs should also be human- 
readable, a textual description of the algorithm and the 
parameters can also be included as plain text andlor 
XML. 

Apart from this, it is sensible to assuine that there will 
also be a number of „standardizedC' tariffs, that is tariffs 
where the algorithm is known to everyone and therefore 
no code has ever to be sent around. 

4.2.3 PDU. Thc protocol uses two basic kinds of mes- 
sages: the tariff message that contains either a complete 
tariff or a tariff tipdate (see Section 5)  and the request 
message that is, used to request a certain tariff. 

Request Message 

Tariff Message 

Figure 5 displays how a tariff message looks like. Thc 
provider must be identified globally. I f  this is done by 
using his domain name no separate central coordination 
authority is needed. A human-readable iiamc can be 
included optionally (riatne tag) as well as authentication 
information. Please note that the security and authentica- 
tion aspects are out of scope of this work. 

Then, the tariff that is included in this message is iden- 
tified. The tariff ID has to be unique only inside the pro- 
vider space. It should be noted that the tariff ID is not the 
Same as the service ID which is (with an optional 
human-readable name) also included, because one tariff 
could be used for more than one service and the other 
way around. 

The tariff algorithm is dcscribed inside the algoritlim 
tags. It has got a version number and includes optional 
information about when i t  starts andlor stops to be valid. 
It includes one or more descriptions of this algorithm. 
Different content-types can be used for the different 
descriptions. Our implementation currently supports 
Java, plain text, HTML aiid XML text. The same is done 
for the tariff parameters within thc pnrarneters tags. 

To avoid that redund'ant information is sent in the case 
of very frcquent tariff updates, the algorithm - which 
usually does not change too often - can be left out. Also 
the parameters can be tagged as incompletc which indi- 
cates that only the changed parameters are triinsmitted. 
lnstead of directly incltiding code or  text inside the 
description tags a ur1 that points to that content can bc 
used (this is signalled by setting referenced to "true", see 
textlplain Parameters example in Figure 5). 

If a tariff message is a direct answer to a request mes- 
sage it ref'erences this request message in the reference 
tag. This is necessary because the protocol uses an asyn- 
chronous requcst/reply mechanism. A system can send a 
niiniber of requests directly one after the other while 
answering tariff messages can be send in a different 
order and possibly with a different transport mechanism. 

The second message type is the request message. It 
allows reqticsting eithcr a special tariff or - for the case 
that Users do not yet know, what tariff they are interested 
in - allows req~iesting tariffs for one service. Service dis- 
covery is outside the scope of the price communication 
protocol. 

Apart from the tariff or service identification the 
request message contains a unique reference tag so  the 
answering tariff message can refer to it. 

Figure 4: Pull mechanism 



4.3 Application Sublayer 

<?ml version="l.O" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
<tariffMessage> 

<provider> 
bt . com 
<name> British Telecom </name> 
cauthenticatiom . . .  </authentication> 

</provider> 

<tariff> 
<ID> 131 </ID> 

</tariff > 

<service> 
<ID> 40 </ID> 
<r.ame> IntServ GS <name> 

</service> 

<algorithm> 
<version> 3 </version> 
<valid> 
<from> <date> 20.01.00 </date> 

<time zone="MEZ"> 00:OO </time> 
</  Erom> 

</valid> 

<description content="binary/javaM 
referenced="falseM> 

cclass name="com.bt.intserv.gs.t3" 
encoding="base64" 
compression="ZIP"> 

. . .  
</class> 
. . .  

</description> 
<description content="text/plainN 

reEerenced="false"> 
<text> 
. . .  
c/text> 

</description> 

</algorithm> 

<Parameters> 
<version> 305 </version> 
<valid> 
<from> 20000</from> 

</valid> 

<description content="binaryM 
referenced="false"> 

. . .  
</description> 

<description content="text/plain" 
referenced="truen> 

http://www.bt.corn/ . . .  
</description> 

</parameters> 

<reference> 
<sender> 162.154.20.41 </sender> 
<num> 12 </num> 

</reference> 

<authentication> . . .  </authentication> 

</tariffMessage> 

Figure 5: Tariff Message 

Our implementation of the price comm~inication pro- 
tocol offers an easy-to-use interface and takes care of the 
complicated steps like requesting a tariff, extracting the 
code from the message, as  well as installing and instanti- 
ating it. 

5. Tariff Updates 

As mentioned above, the protocol supports tariff 
updates. We now discuss shortly what happens when a 
completely new tariff shall be used for the first time. We 
also discuss how the parameters andlor the algorithm of 
an already existing tariff can be updated. Both points can 
cause some problems with the provider's CAS that have 
to be solved. 

5.1 Installing a new tariff 

When a new tariff is put into use for the first time, the 
CAS has to be informed of how the parameters of the 
session characterization of that tariff look like and how it 
can get this data from the mediation module. 

An efficient way of doing that is to include some code 
with the tariff code in the tariff message; ihe code is 
installed and started inside the CAS and performs the 
operations mentioned above. 

The protocol supports this by defining an extra tag that 
allows to mark classes to be for internal use only. They 
are not passed on to customers. Thus, a new tariff can be 
installcd without having to stop, reconfigure and restart 
the CAS. This makes setting up new sewices a lot casier. 

5.2 Updating a tariff 

As we showed above, a tariff message can be opti- 
mized for size. This is intended for dynamic pricing sce- 
narios in which tariffs might change very often, typically 
depending on the congestion level of the network. In 
these cases the parameters change often while the algo- 
rithm will probably remain constant over a long time and 
does not have to be included in every message. 

5.3 Updates and Accounting 

A problem occurs if a tariff is changed while a session 
is active. Does the session end and does a new session 
with the same parameters start iminediately? I f  a tariff is 
non-linear, for example by offering a discount for ses- 
sion longer than 10 minutes, the charge for one long ses- 
sion is different to the total charge of two sinaller 
sessions. 



A provider can apply many different policies. If the 
session continues whcn a tariff is updated, he could 
charge by the last (or the first or the cheapest) tariff only. 
If a session stops when the tariff changes he can charge 
the old session by the old and thc new session by the 
new tariff. But this can be Seen unfair by the end-iiser if 
he looses the discount mentioned above. 

If the accounting system knows exactly how the tariffs 
work, the policies mentioned above can be implemented 
by the accounting system. But for changing the policy or 
changing the tariff algorithm the CAS has tobe reconfig- 
ured or even reprogrammed. As tlie data collected by the 
CAS is highly important for his businees, the ISP will 
normally try to avoid this situation. It can be avoided if 
the system is designed in a way that the accounting mod- 
ule only needs little insight into the inner workings of a 
tari ff algorithm. The following solution allows the 
accounting module to have no deeper insight into the tar- 
iffs by adding extra functionality to the tariffs, which can 
- as shown above - easily be installed and updated with- 
out the CAS having to stop: 

First, if a tariff changes while a session is active the 
CAS continues accounting that session, it justs stores 
additionally the Status of the session at the moment of 
the tariff change. With this information the session can 
be split apart later by the tariff code if necessary. 

In order to calculate the charge (after the session has 
finally ended) the accounting system passes the com- 
plete session characterization plus the old tariff(s) to the 
new tariff. The new tariff knows which of the policies 
above to use and how to take into account discounts and 
other non-linearities. If necessary, it will recursively call 
the older tariffs. 

Note that we assume that the CAS keeps track of the 
old tariff algorithms and stores them as long as there arc 
Sessions active that started when that tariff was valid. 

This way it is also very easy for a provider to change 
his policy without reconfiguring its CAS and pass this 
information on to the end-users. Additionally, its CAS 
needs no further insight into the tariffs which makes 
changes in tariffs a lot easier to realize. 

6. Related Work 

We now describe two other related protocols and com- 
pare them with the price communication protocol pre- 
sented in this paper. 

6.1 Open Settlement Protocol 

The Open Settlement Protocol (OSP, [13]) is an ETSI 

T I P H O N ~  specification that describes a Set of protocols 
to permit the exchange of inter-domain pricing, authori- 
zation and settlement informatioii between Inteniet tele- 
phony Operators. The pricing part overlaps with the price 
communication protocol presented in this paper, yet, 
there are a lot of differences. 

Both protocols are XML-based and both allow a 
binary format. While OSP uses HTTP only as underly- 
ing protocol, the price communication protocol allows 
different transport rnechanisms. 

OSP can be used to exchange prices (OSP terminol- 
ogy) - expressed in the terminology of this work, OSP is 
restricted to very simple tariffs with one price coefficient 
(like the per-minute prices for phone calls). As OSP is 
morc intended as settlement protocol between providers, 
it offers an explicit mechanisin to accept or decline 
prices (pricing confirmation). It offers no meclianism to 
reqliest a special tanff or a tariff for a given Service. 

Summarizing, OSP offers broader capabilities but is 
far less powerful in the area of price communication and 
it is specialized for the IP telephony use case. 

6.2 Internet Open Trading Protocol 

The IETF Internet Open Trading Protocol (IOTP) 
specification [I41 describes a framework for payment 
protocols and uses XML over HTTP. This work is com- 
plementary to the price coinmunication protocol as i t  is 
mostly concerned with the scttlement, while the price 
communication protocol determines how the individual 
charges the bill consists of are calculated. 

7. Conclusions & Outlook 

In this paper we presented a flexible protocol that 
allows to use a number of different transport mecha- 
nisms likc UDP multicast, HTTP and RSVP to distribute 
tariffs between the lSPs inanagement Systems and to the 
customers. The protocol makes no spccial assumptions 
about the QoS architecture used (Jntserv, Diffserv etc.). 

To givc lSPs freedom, tariffs can be distributed as 
Java code, tlius every imaginable tariff can be realised. 
Dynamic pricing is feasible as the protocol Supports a 
pitsh mechanism and small-sized rncssages. Introducing 
a new tariff and updating existing ones cause problcms 
in the charging and accounting system of an ISP. We dis- 
clissed those problems and showed how they can be 
solved. 

" E~iiropean Telecominonicaiion Standards Insiitute (ETSI) 
Telecomniiinicntions and Iniernet Protocol Harmonization 
Over Networks (TIPHON) 



Most parts of the protocol and the middleware using it 
are implemented and used within the M31 project. They 
will be available as  Open source after the end of the 
project. 

We would like to thank the following pcople that con- 
tributed in the dcsign process of the price cornrnunica- 
tion protocol: Burkhard Stiller, Jan Gerke, Bob Briscoe, 
Clazien Wezeman, Huw Oliver, Hans  Daanen and the 
rest of the M31 team. 
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